
ON BIORTHOGONAL MATRICES1 

Y. K. WONG 

Introduction. Consider the basis consisting of a number system 21 
of type Dy two general ranges <i(51, ty2, and two positive hermitian 
matrices c1, e2. We introduce two binary relations for pairs of non-
modular matrices. The matrices K12, cj>21 are said to be contraceding 
as to ele2

K, e2 in case K12, 02 1 are by columns of 9JÏ(V), SD?(e2) respec
tively and such that J2**1 V = JV 1 2 M 2 for every JU2 in the set M(e2

Kr\e2). 
I t is evident that when K12 is of type SOfi(€1)SDTJ(e2), then the contra-
cedence property implies that J2Kl24>2l = el but not conversely. The 
main results are stated in Theorems 2 and 3. We next consider ej, e\ 
both idempotent as to e1. Suppose that K12 is by columns of 2)?(eo) and 
<t>21 is by rows-conjugate of 9K(e}). Take any pair of vectors ju1, vl 

modular as to ej, e} respectively such that / 1 K * 2 V 1 , Jl<j>2lvl are in 
2)î(€2). If Jl&lvl is equal to the inner product J2(JlîLlK.12, Jrl</>21*>1), then 
Kl2

y (j)
21 are said to be biorthogonal as to 6lele\e2. When el = ej, then 

K12, 021 are said to be biorthogonal as to e^Je2 in case they are bior
thogonal as to e^jeje2. With proper restrictions imposed upon K12, </>21, 
we obtain the contracedence property. In a later paper, we shall es
tablish the relations of biorthogonality and a certain mode of inter
change of integration processes. 

1. Preliminary results. Consider the basis 21, "iJJ1, $2 , e1, and K12 

which is by columns of ^ ( e 1 ) . E. H. Moore's generalized Fourier proc
esses give e2^/1**21*12 and ei = J2"*12**21. The spaces Sffl(ei) and 
90̂ (6̂ ) are in one-to-one correspondence (denoted by <->) via the 
transformations Jln*2X and J2K/C12, and the correspondences are or
thogonal in the sense that the moduli of the corresponding vectors 
are preserved.2 

(A)3 Suppose that SDfoCeD^aRité) and m%(e\)++W%(£) via the trans
formations J1**21, J2KK12. Then 2Jh(ei) is a subset of Stt2(ei) if and only 
if Mi(e2

K) is a subset of 9#2(e«) ; Wliie]) is linearly /^closed if and only 
if 2)?i(<S) is linearly /^-closed; and 9Ki(el) is everywhere dense in 
2ft2(eJ) if and only if 3Ki(<|) is everywhere dense in 9D?2(<!). 

1 Presented to the Society, June 20, 1940. 
2 For a concise outline of Moore's generalized Fourier theory and its related topics, 

see Moore, General Analysis, I, pp. 19-26. For an important classical instance, see 
E. Schmidt, Über die Auflösung linearer Gleichungen mit unendlichvielen Unbekannten, 
Rendiconti del Circolo Matematico di Palermo, vol. 25 (1908), pp. 56-77. 

3 For the demonstrations of the following results, see the author's forthcoming 
paper On non-modular matrices. 
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Let €2 be a positive hermitian matrix. (B) The class of all vectors JU1 

modular as to e1 such that J1**21/*1 is in %Jl(e2) will be denoted by 
<M(€lK*e2). The intersection of Wl(e2) and 2 ) ^ ) will be denoted by 
9W(e2P\e^). (C) The set $l(e2r\e2

K) is identical with the class of vectors 
J1/c*21M1 for all ju1 in 9K(e1/c*€2). Moreover, (D) the sets 3ft(ejK*e2) and 
9Jt(e2P\e^) are in one-to-one (orthogonal) correspondence via the 
transformations J1K*21 and J2KKA2. (E) The set 5ïïî(€1/c*e2) is the linear 
extension of the sum of $ft(ej/c*e2) and the orthogonal complement 
within Wl(el) of 9K(el). (F) The class Wl(e1K*e2) is everywhere dense 
in $Jl(el) if and only if <iSJl(e2r\e2

K) is everywhere dense in 9ïî(e^). 

2. Contraceding pairs of matrices. The basis of the paper consists 
of a number system §1 of type D, two general ranges "SP1, $ 2 , and two 
positive hermitian matrices e1, e2. 

LEMMA 1. Suppose that K12 is by columns of ^ ( e 1 ) . Let SftoC^1) be a 
subset of Wl(el)\ then SOÎ(ei#c*e2) is contained in (contains) <SJlo(el) only 
if 3R(e2r\e2

K) is contained in (contains) the class of vectors Jln*21nlfor all 
M1 in $0to(€l). The converses are valid provided that ^(e1)(Z$l(el

K). 

PROOF. The lemma follows from (D) and (A) in §1. 
If <£21 is by columns of 2ft(e2), we introduce the notations due to 

E. H. Moore: 
1 - _ r 2 * 1 2 2 1 2 _ T1<f> 2 1 * 1 2 

LEMMA 2. Suppose that K12, </>21 are by columns of tyfl(e^), 9JÎ(e2) re
spectively. Then 9Jî(eJ/c*€2) is contained in (contains) ^ ( e ^ e j , ) if and 
only if 9JÎ(e^ne2) is contained in (contains) the class of vectors J1**21/*1 

for all-in m(e\C\el), 

PROOF. This lemma is a special instance of Lemma 1. 

DEFINITION 1. The matrices K12, <f>21 are said to be contraceding as to 
e1e2

Ke2 in case /c12, $2 1 are by columns of ^ ( e 1 ) , 9)?(e2) respectively and 
such that J2*Kl2ix2 = J2cj>*12fi2for every JJL2 in the set 9K(e^Pie2). 

THEOREM 1. Suppose that K12, <j>21 are contraceding as to ele2
Ke2. Then 

(1) 5m(e^*e2)= [/20*12M2 |M2in5m(e2n€?)]C9«(6in€^); 
(2) TO(€2ne*)C9ft(e24>€i); 
(3) ^ ( e^^e 2 ) C^(eir\el) if and only if every v>for which Jle\ixl = 01 

isinm(e\). 

PROOF. Part (1) is a consequence of the fact tha t 

_._ , 1 * 2 . r 2* 12 2 I 2 . ___ , 2 _. 2. -, 

Wl(eKK 6 ) = [/ K M I n in 3Jl(e C\ e,)]. 
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By hypothesis, we may replace J2KK12 by J2</>*12. Since <£*12 is modular 
as to eje2 and 9JÎ(eÎK*e2) is a subset of 9JÎ(eJ), every vector of the form 
/2<£*12/x2 must belong to 9 J Î ( € K ^ 4 ) - This proves (1). Part (2) is obvious 
from (1). Part (3) follows from (1) and (E). 

THEOREM 2. Suppose that <£21, K12 are contraceding as to e2e^€2. Then 
(1) Ol<$l(el) Qffll(el) if and only if K12 is complete by columns of 

(2) the following four assertions are equivalent : (i) SD^e1** e2) C 90^(4) '» 
(ii) K12 is complete by columns of m(é) and TO^He^CTO^V); 
(iii) K12 is complete by columns of ^ ( e 1 ) and K12, (j>21 are contraceding as 
/ö e 1 ^ 2 ; (iv) ffi(e1/c*e2)C [ /V 1 2 / / 2 ! / ! 2 ^ STO(e2n^)]. 

If one of the four conditions in (2) is valid, then 3Jî(e1/c*e2) = W{ér\e\) 

andm^&^Wefc**1)-

PROOF. If K12 is complete by columns of ^ ( e 1 ) , then 015Drî(eJ) = [O1], 
which is, of course, contained in 5DÎ(eJ). Conversely, e very fx1 satisfying 
/1/Z1/c12 = 02 is in the orthogonal complement within SïKe1) of $D?(eJ), 
and hence is in 9K(c^). Thus Jrl*021/x1 = O2. Since #21 is complete by 
rows-conjugate of 9K(eJ,), wehave/x1 = 01, proving that K12 is complete 
by columns of 2ft(€x). 

To prove (i) implies (ii), we observe by (E) that 3Dî(e1/c*e2) is the 
linear extension of the sum of Wl(e\K*e2) and OlWl(el

K). If (i) is valid, 
then by part (1) just proved, K12 is complete by columns of SD^e1). 
By Lemma 2, the condition that 9tt(eJ/c*e2)C2ft(4) is equivalent to 

2 2 I sk21 l i l 1 1 

(a) m(e H €,) C [ƒ * M | M in $D?(e H e*)]. 

By hypothesis, we may replace J"1**21 by J1*^21. Since, by (D), 

(b) [Z1 V V | M1 in 9K(€X H €*) ] = 2R(4*V), 

we have (i)—»(ii). To prove (ii)—>(iii), consider any vector fi2 in 
9K(e2ne?). If (ii) is valid, then, by (D) (cf. (b) above), there exists a 
vector jit1 in W(eïr\e),) such tha t 

(c) M2 = Z1 W \ 
whence 

2 *12 2 2 ücl2 U 21 1 l<f> 1 1 1 
ƒ <£ fJL = J <j> J <j) fl = J e^fX = fJL . 

Now by hypothesis and (c), wehaveju2 = ^1^*2V1- As e* = e\ it follows 
that 

2K 12 2 2K 12 1 * 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 
J K J J L = J K J K JU = ƒ €KjLt = JU , 
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proving the condition (iii). By Theorem 1, we have (iii)—>(iv). Since 
0*12 is modular as to ej,e2, we secure (iv)—>(i). 

The final statement follows by Theorem 1. 

THEOREM 3. The matrices <f>21, K12 are contraceding as to e2ej>e
1, <f>21 is 

complete by columns of $ft(€2), and 5DfJ(€1/c*e2) C2)î(4) if an^ onh tf *12> 
<j>21 are contraceding as to e1e2

Ke2, K12 is complete by columns of SD^e1), 
and 2R(eV€ l)CaR(cJ). 

PROOF. Apply Theorems 1 and 2. 

3. Biorthogonal matrices. By considering SDÎ(€JK*€2) and 9ft(e«ne2) 
as subsets of 9K(eJ) and SDî(ê ) respectively, we have established the 
one-to-one correspondence between those two subsets. The corre
spondences are orthogonal. But the Fourier coefficient function of 
every vector in 2)î(cJ/c*e2) is also modular as to e2. This property 
gives rise to another direction of studying the correspondences be
tween the aforementioned subsets. 

DEFINITION 2. Suppose that ej, e\ are idempotent* as to e \ K12 is by 
columns of 50î(eJ), and 4>21 is by rows-conjugate of SDî(eî). Then K12, 
</>21 are said to be biorthogonal as to e^jeje2 in case 

ƒipi„i = ƒ*(ƒlp**18, ƒV 2 V) 

for every pair of vectors /z\ vl in 9Jl(eJ/c*e2), 9Jî(e}</)€2) respectively. 

I t is obvious tha t K12, <j>2ï are biorthogonal as to e^jeje2 if and 
only if $*12, K*21 are biorthogonal as to e'ejeje2. 

DEFINITION 3. Suppose that ej is idempotent as to el and /c12, <£*12 are 
by columns of 2J?(eo)- Then /c12, cj>21 are said to be biorthogonal as to 
€xeje2 if they are biorthogonal as to e1ejej€2. 

THEOREM 4. Suppose that ej, e} are idempotent as to e1, and K12, 

0*12 are by columns of $D?(e£), 5DÎ(e}) respectively. Then 
(i) K12, 02J are biorthogonal as to ele\e\e2 if K12, <£21 are biorthogonal as 

to e^Je^e2, and only if K12, $2 1 are biorthogonal as to e^e^e 2 ; 
(ii) K12, 021 are biorthogonal as to ele1

Ke\e2 if and only if 

(4.1) J 2 ( / 1 M V * 1 2 , M2) = J2VxnlKl\ M2) 

holds f or every /x1 iw 9tt(e}$e2) awd every /x2 iw 9JJ(e2P\€^). 
(iii) /c12, 02 1 are biorthogonal as to e1e1

Ke<f>*e2 if and only if 

4 €0 is idempotent as to e1 in case e0 is by columns of ^(e1) and JleQ €0= e0. See 
G.A., I, pp. 23-24. 
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(4.2) J 2 ? V = J1 (J2** l*4>*\ JW) 

holds f or every £2 in $D?(e2P\e|*) and every rj2 in <jSJl(e2r\e2
K). 

PROOF. Since 2Jî(cJ) and 9W(€^) are subsets of $)?(eo) and 9ft(eî) 
respectively, we have the conclusion (i). 

To prove the necessity in (ii), consider any fi2 in the set 9Dt(e2P\€*) 
and any vector ju1 in 3K(e}0€2). Theorem (D) shows the existence of a 
vector v2 in 9ft(e*/c*e2) such that 

(a) v1 = J ^ V 2 , M2 = JlK*2lvl. 

By using the fact that K12 is modular as to ele2
K1 we have 

(b) ƒ*"(ƒ W , M2) = J1?*1. 

Equations (a) and (b) show that the condition is necessary. The 
sufficiency can be proved similarly. 

Now observe that K12, </>21 are biorthogonal as to ele\el*e2 if and 
only if 

(c) ƒ»(ƒ W " . rj2) = Jl(fll, J2KK1V) 

for every /xl in ^ ( e ^ e 2 ) and every rj2 in 5DÎ(e2ne?). The latter con
dition is obviously satisfied if and only if (4.2) holds, since SDî(ê *</>e2) 
and 9K(€|*ne2) are in one-to-one correspondence via the transfor
mations / V 2 1 and 7 2 * y 1 2 by (D). 

THEOREM 5. Suppose that el, e\, K12, <£21 have the same properties as in 
the hypothesis of Theorem 4, and 2ft(eJ) contains either ffll(e\) or Sft(eJ). 
Then K12, </>21 are biorthogonal as to elele\e2 if and only if /c12, <£21 are 
biorthogonal as to ele\e\é*. 

PROOF. The condition is necessary by Theorem 4. If 9Jî(eJ) contains 
9Jî(cJ), the condition is obviously sufficient. If Wiel) contains 9Ji(e;[), 
the sufficiency is proved by the following argument: Let ju1, vl be 
vectors in SD^el^e2), $DÎ(eo/c*e2) respectively. Since JJL1 is modular as 
to e\ by hypothesis, we have 

J ix v — J {J n eK1 v ) = J (n , J eKv ) . 
Also 

1 * 2 1 1 1 1 * 2 l 1 1 1 * 2 1 1 1 1 
ƒ K V — J J K €KV = J {K , J €KV ) . 

The vector Jle\vl is evidently in the set 9ïî(e*K*e2). 

COROLLARY 6. Suppose that K12, $*12 ore 6y columns of SDîCe1), 9Dî(ei) 
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respectively. Then /c12, 021 are biorthogonal as to e^jeje2 if and only if 
K12, 021 are biorthogonal as to ele1

Ke2. 

THEOREM 7. Suppose that ej, e}, K12, 021 Aaz;e /fee same properties as 
in the hypothesis of Theorem 4, and 9)?(€^P\€2) is everywhere dense in 
9D£(eÜ). Then /c12, <£21 are biorthogonal as to exeje}e2 and the orthogonal 
complement within 9K(e}) of $D?(e<J*) is a subset of Wl(el) if and only if /c12, 
<j>21 are biorthogonal as to e^Je^-e2 and </>21 is complete by rows-conjugate 

PROOF. The condition is obviously sufficient. For the necessity, we 
need to show only that <£21 is complete by rows-conjugate of Wl(e\). 
Consider any £* modular as to e} such that Jll$21^ = J1cj)2l£l = 02. 
Then £* belongs to 2ft(€}</>€2). Hence 

/ W = ƒ W K 1 2 , Z1*2^1) = 0 

for every JJL1 belonging to 2J?(eJ/c*e2). Now if 9Jî(e?P\€2) is everywhere 
dense in 2Jl(e^), then $D?(e£/c*e2) is everywhere dense in 9ft(eJ), or, 
01SW(e^*e2)=Oia«(6j). Since £] is in 9W(eà) and also in O^CeJ), it 
follows that f J =0 1 . 

THEOREM 8. Assume that K12 is of type ^ (e^MCe 2 ) , and 021 is by 
rows-conjugate of ^ ( e 1 ) such that K12, </>21 are biorthogonal as to e1e1

Kel*e2. 
Then 

(1) </>*12, K*21 are contraceding as to €1e|»e2; 
(2) TO(e2n€^)C5m(eV); 
(3) ix'=J2Kl2J'<t>2'ixlfor every ju1 in ^ ( e ^ e 2 ) ; 
(4) f ^ H e ^ C ^ ^ V l M 1 ^ 9»(e ine^) ] ; 
(5) 2ft(el0€2)3$R (e^Pie**) if and ö»ly i/ 50Î (e2Ke*) contains [ J t y 2 V IM1 

PROOF. Since K12 is by rows-conjugate of Wfl(e2r\e2
K), we make use 

of (4.2) in Theorem 4 and secure 

/ 2 K 1 2 M 2 = Jl6l/2^^*12M2 = /2*^*12M2 

for every /*2 belonging to 9}J(€2P\€|*)- This proves (1). Part (2) is an 
immediate consequence of (1) just proved. For the demonstration of 
(3), we note that el is by columns of 9K(e£/c*€2) and hence by Defini
tion 2, we have 

1 1 1 2 1 1 1 2 1 21 1 2 12 1 21 1 

J eKrj = J (J eKK ,J(t>ri)=JKJ<l>y} 

for every rj1 in $l(el*<l>e2). Since 9ft (ê *) is a subset of 9ft (ej), we have 
J1^)1 — ^1, and hence, part (3). To prove (4), consider any /i2 in 
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$Dî(e2n4*). Let M1 be a vector in ^(eJPie.1*) for which J ^ V ^ / z ^ M 1 . 
Then by (1) 

1 21 1 1 21 2<f>* *12 2 20* 2 2 2 
J <l> (A = J (j) J </> JU = J €^*JU = jU , 

whence (4) follows. In part (5), if ^(eî</>€2)D^(eJneJ*), then 

r T l 21 l i 1 . nnn/ 1 2 . , r l 21 l i 1 . nnn/ 1 _ 1 x - , 

By (C), the left-hand side is identical with 9K(e2P\e^*), which by part 
(2) is a subset of 9W(e2/ceJ). The converse is obvious. 

THEOREM 9. Let ej be idempotent as to e1, and K12 be of type 
5Dt(€j)9Jî(e2). Suppose that </>21 i5 ô;y rows-conjugate of $)?(6o) and K12, 
02 1 are biorthogonal as to elele2. Then we have the following conclusions: 

(1) <j>21 is complete by rows-conjugate of fflliel) ; 
(2) ixl = J2Kl2r<t>2lix' for every ju1 in SD?(eJ</>e2) ; 
(3) $m(ej0€2)= [ 7 W | M 2 ^ 2» (€ 2 n40 ]CSK(4^€j*); 
(4) 9W(e2n6|0C5K(62/cei); 
(5) i/"021 is 6;y columns of 3ft(e2), //^w el = J2K12<t>21 and K12 is com

plete by columns of 9W(eJ) ; 
(6) SDî(6j</>e2)D5m(eJneK

1*) *ƒ a n i <w*y *ƒ every vector in ^(ejHeJ*) 
is expressible in the form J V V 2 , where fi2 is a vector in 9K(€2^4*)-

PROOF. Part (1) follows from Theorem 7, for W(e2r\e2
K) is every

where dense in $?(€*) when K12 is of type 2)?(eJ)M(e2). Part (2) is 
proved in the same way as part (3) of Theorem 8 with the replace
ment of el

K by ej. By Theorem (C), part (3) is a consequence of (2). 
Part (4) follows from (3). For part (5), we note that ej is by columns 
of 2)?(eo</>€2); hence the first conclusion follows from (2) whereas the 
second follows from (1) and the fact that <£*12, K*21 are biorthogonal 
as to ele\e2. Part (6) is a consequence of (3). 

THEOREM 10. Suppose that K12 is of type SDî(e1)SDrî(e2), </>21 is by rows-
conjugate of $D?(ei), and K12, </>21 are biorthogonal as to e^Je2. Then the 
following assertions are equivalent: 

(1) 9W(e2ne^)39W(€2/ceJ); 
(2) K12 is complete by rows-conjugate of 9Jî(e2) and 2JÎ(e^e2) contains 

(3) K12 is complete by rows-conjugate of SQ^e2) and 9tt(€2Kei) contains 

(4) K*21, $*12 are contraceding as to e2e1
K*e1, and K12 is complete by 

rows-conjugate of $DÎ(e2) ; 
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(5) [ J V 2 V U 1 in m^el*)]Dm(6*Kel). 
If one of the preceding five conditions is valid, then e2 = e2

K* = J^21*12-

PROOF. The equivalence of the second and third conditions follows 
from (5) of Theorem 8. Conditions (1), (2), (4), and (5) are equiva
lent because of Theorem 2, where K, $, el, e2, ej, are replaced by 
K*, <£*, e2, ej, €0* respectively. The relation e2 = /1</>21/c12 follows from 
(4), since K12 is by columns of SD^eJneJ*). 
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